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N1.  India Pakistan stand-off: Govt asks NIC to take precautions against ...

The Government has directed the National Informatics Centre (NIC) to enhance its level of preparedness
and take precautions against possible cyber attacks ...
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N2. ‘Digital Land’ boosts Uttar Pradesh ‘Bhulekh’

Uttar  Pradesh  is  the  most  populous  state  with  population  of  more  than  21  crore.  The  state  has  18
divisions, 75 districts and 350 tehsils. All of them are spread across 2.35 crore hectare land area, divided
into 1,08,848 revenue villages with 7.65 crore plots.

M1. Take down videos of Indian pilot, govt tells YouTube
Times of India - Mar. 01 ,  2019

... requires to be blocked in urgent basis,” according to the letter from the ministry of electronics and 
information technology to the grievance officer of Google Inc.

M2. Govt tells social media firms not to allow platforms to incite public order
Economic Times-Mar. 01 , 2019

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) had directed Google and YouTube to 
remove 11 specific video links stating that it has potential to ...

M3. Rs 5000 crore fund to back software products companies and startups ...
Economic Times-Mar. 01 , 2019

Union Minister of Electronics and Information Technology Ravi Shankar Prasad, in a late-evening press 
conference, announced the new policy, which has been ...

M3. Aadhaar seeding waived for PM-KISAN's 2nd instalment
Economic Times- Mar. 01 , 2019
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... will look at helping over 10,000 startups in the product space, including over 1,500 in smaller towns, 
said minister for electronics and IT Ravi Shankar Prasad.

CS1. Aadhar not mandatory for second installment of PM-KISAN
Moneylife-Mar. 01 , 2019

Malicious cyber-attacks and lax cyber-security protocols again led to massive breaches of personal 
information in 2018, the largest being Aadhaar from India, ...

CS2. LinkedIn is being used for the scam of 'epic sextortion'
The Hans India- Mar. 01 , 2019

It may be apps, email or banking services almost everywhere the threat of cybercrime is lurking. Though, 
this fresh scam reported by cybersecurity research firm 

O1. Chennaiites confused over   TRAI's   cable TV ruling  
News Today-Mar. 01 , 2019

Srivatsan, Kodambakkam. We are using a cable operator's service. Before the new rules were 
implemented by TRAI, we used to pay about Rs 200 to Rs 250 a ...

O2. DoT considering specialised bank for telecom infra
The Hindi Bussinessline – Mar. 01 , 2019

“I think DoT has taken it up, and it’s very much in support of it. Now, it should be cleared by DoT’s 
finance department,” he added. Separately, DoT sources also confirmed the development.
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